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The Actionable Intelligence Retrieval System (AIRS) is an integrated collection of applications designed 

to extract knowledge from a large number of widely varied data sources. The system is intended to align 

sources in spite of multiple dimensions of variability between them including format, structure, content 

and perspective. Additional challenges to be met by the system are to accommodate new and 

unanticipated data sources and to allow any user to extract that knowledge which answers their 

particular inquiry.   

An important component of AIRS is a set of ontologies based upon Basic Formal Ontology and 

developed using the methodological principles espoused by the OBO Foundry 

(http://www.obofoundry.org/crit.shtml). These ontologies serve as a single vocabulary to which source 

data is aligned and in which user’s queries are expressed. To fulfill these functions the ontologies must 

enable interoperability, be easily extended to other domains, and cast no perspective onto the aligned 

data.   

The AIRS project has a technical requirement to express domain assertions in OWL2 and so a modified 

version of the RO/BFO Bridge (http://www.berkeleybop.org/ontologies/owl/OBO_REL_BFO_BRIDGE) 

was used as the implementation of the upper ontology. The only modification to the file was the 

removal of the import of the Dublin Core vocabulary and replacement of Dublin Core annotation 

properties with comments using the rdfs:comment property. The RO/BFO Bridge will be replaced with 

the OWL2 version of BFO2.0 once a production version is released. 

The upper level of the AIRS ontologies is composed of the Extended Relation Ontology (ERO) in addition 

to the RO/BFO Bridge. The ERO defines relations between entities that are encountered in many 

different domains. Some of these relations, such as inheres_in, output_of, has_input, has_function, and 

has_quality, are used in almost every domain and are among those listed as proposed new types for the 

Relation Ontology 

(http://obo.cvs.sourceforge.net/viewvc/obo/obo/ontology/OBO_REL/ro_proposed.obo). Others, such 

as accessory_in, and accomplice_in, have a more limited scope but are still common to several of the 

domains of interest to the AIRS project. A total of 38 such relations were defined as object properties in 

the ERO, and represented in an OWL2 file that imports the RO/BFO Bridge. 

The middle level of the AIRS ontologies extend from the upper-level ontologies composed of the 

RO/BFO Bridge and the ERO. There are 7 such mid-level ontologies, short descriptions of which follow. 

The Agent Ontology (AGO) describes those entities capable of performing intentional acts: persons and 

organizations.  Both of these types are classified as subtypes of the BFO universal, Object. Other types 

included in the AGO are any qualities, functions or roles that specifically inhere in persons or 

organizations. Examples of these dependent continuants are ethnicity, skills and occupations 

respectively. The AGO contains 787 local (i.e. non-imported) classes, 70 local object properties (mostly 
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familial relationships) and a set of SPARQL Inferencing Notation rules that allow the inference of all 

familial relationships defined in the ontology from the primitive relationships of the child_of and 

parent_of and the qualities of male and female gender. 

The Artifact Ontology describes those subtypes of BFO objects that are created or modified by some 

agent in order to realize a certain function or to fulfill a certain role. To cover this scope the ontology 

contains classes of canonical artifacts (e.g. water tower, rifle) as well as defined classes of artifacts being 

used in ways for which they were not created (e.g. cigarettes as currency, hotel as field hospital). The 

Artifact Ontology contains 260 local classes. 

The Event Ontology describes those subtypes of BFO processes performed by agents or which have 

agents as participants. Examples of the former are acts of communication, acts of artifact employment, 

criminal acts and social acts and of the latter births, deaths, diseases and states such as the gain or loss 

of some BFO Dependent Continuant. The Event Ontology contains 373 local classes. 

The Geospatial Ontology  describes those subtypes of BFO objects that are physical features of the 

earth, including ecosystems and landforms (many of the names and definitions of landforms used in the 

Geospatial Ontology were taken from the Joint Consultation, Command and Control Information 

Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM)), BFO Spatial Regions delimited by the jurisdiction of some political 

entity or parts thereof and defined classes of BFO Spatial Regions at which some physical entity or 

process is located. The Geospatial Ontology contains 86 local classes, 14 local object properties (the 

RCC-8 spatial relations), and 2 local datatype properties. 

The Information Entity Ontology reuses the Information Content Entity class 

(http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/IAO_0000030) from the Information Artifact Ontology (IAO) 

(http://code.google.com/p/information-artifact-ontology/) as its starting point, but differs from the IAO 

by how it extends into subclasses of this primary class. In the AIRS Information Entity Ontology, the 

subclasses of Information Content Entity are: Descriptive Information Content Entity, Designative 

Information Content Entity and Directive Information Content Entity. As suggested by their names, these 

subclasses are differentiated by the nature of their relationship to the entities they are about. Subtypes 

of Descriptive Information Content Entity include classes that correspond to Stevens’ scale types 

(Stevens, S.S. “On the Theory of Scales of Measurement”, Science 103 No.2684 (1946) 677-680). The 

Information Entity Ontology contains 76 local classes, 24 local object properties, and 7 local data type 

properties. 

The Quality Ontology was created in large measure by extracting the Morphology 

(http://purl.org/obo/owl/PATO#PATO_0000051) and Physical Quality 

(http://purl.org/obo/owl/PATO#PATO_0001018) branches of the Phenotypic Quality Ontology (PATO) 

(http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/PATO) using Ontofox (http://ontofox.hegroup.org/). Some classes 

were pruned from these branches as either being too far removed from expected use (e.g. abaxial to 

(PATO:0002046)) or were classified differently (e.g. increased efficiency (PATO:0001676) handled as a 

subtype of  the Event Ontology class: Increase Of Quality). In addition to the PATO classes the Quality 
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Ontology contains a number of qualities, functions and roles relevant to the domains of interest. The 

Quality Ontology contains 681 local classes. 

 The Time Ontology describes subclasses of BFO Temporal Interval used in calendars and clocks (e.g. 

Year, Month, Hour, Minute) and aggregates thereof (e.g. Multi-Month Temporal Interval, Multi-Day 

Temporal Interval, and Multi-Hour Temporal Interval). The Time Ontology contains 19 local classes, 22 

local object properties, and a set of SPARQL Inferencing Notation rules that implement the axioms for 

the topological relations of time intervals and instants found in : Hobbs, J., Pan, F. “An ontology of time 

for the semantic web” TALIP Special Issue on Spatial and Temporal Information Processing 3 (2004) 66–

85  

While the next logical step in building the AIRS ontologies would be to extend downward from the 7 

mid-level ontologies to domain level ontologies that describe the objects and events of importance to 

various communities of interest, the AIRS project takes the intermediate step of first importing all 7 

ontologies into a single ontology, the AIRS Mid-Level Ontology. The reason for the additional step is that 

there are many objects and events that can be defined only by using terms that describe entities from 

more than one mid-level domain. An illustrative case is that of names of objects. As names, they are 

subtypes of the Designative Information Content Entity class from the Information Entity Ontology but 

the entities they designate are described in other mid-level ontologies. These and other such cross-

domain entities are defined in the AIRS Mid-Level Ontology which contains 433 local classes, 118 local 

instances, and 4 local object properties. The instances are instances of subclasses of the Information 

Entity Ontology class Measurement Unit. Examples include Square Centimeter Measurement Unit 

Instance, World Geodetic System 1984 Measurement Unit Instance, Egyptian Pound Measurement Unit 

Instance, and Degree Fahrenheit Measurement Unit Instance. 

Future work on the AIRS ontologies includes implementation of classes and relations that permit the 

representation of qualitative and quantitative change in a manner that is both BFO-compliant and 

expressible in OWL2. This is the familiar problem of expressing an assertion such as “c has quality q at 

time t” in a language that permits the use of only 2-place object properties. An additional constraint on 

the ultimate solution to this problem is that it must not negatively affect the performance of other AIRS 

processes.  Future work will also be devoted to adding a mid-level ontology that will have the scope of 

the provenance of data. Lastly, it is expected that the AIRS ontologies will continue to evolve and 

improve over time as new classes are added and existing classes are provided with refined definitions. 


